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Cuffed Dominated Forbidden Passion 1
A sinfully sexy standalone novel from #1 NYT Bestseller Lauren Blakely! She has been
the star of his dirty dreams for years. Sexy hotel CEO Nate Harper has lusted after his
good friend Casey Sullivan for a long time, but he won't act on his intense desire
because he knows he's no good for her. After the kind of hurt his ex inflicted on him,
he's a committed playboy for life, and Casey only wants true love. All that changes one
hot night when she comes to him with a proposition he can't resist -- she wants him to
teach her to be submissive in the bedroom. Casey soon learns how very much she
likes letting go of control to him. She's never been more turned on in her life than she is
in Nate's arms. And he's never been more taken by a woman. The only trouble is as
she experiences what it means to let go, he starts to experience what it means to feel
again... What happens when years of desire and lust ignite a passion that can't be
denied? *FORBIDDEN NIGHTS is a standalone full-length novel in the bestselling JOY
DELIVERED duet following the love affair of Nate and Casey. There is no cliffhanger in
this book! *
Is Camellia Saxon really here, as a guest in the castle of the world’s most mysterious
royal family? Not too long ago, she was shuffling through a humdrum suburban routine.
Now, surrounded by the exotic allure of the Isle of Arcadia, she’s struggling not to
pinch herself. Cam’s excitement turns to dread when she lays eyes on Evrest
Cimarron. Beautiful, commanding, and regal, he turns her logic to ash and her blood to
fire...making it all too easy to overlook the crown on his head. As an Arcadian, Evrest is
already on Cam’s don’t-even-go-there list, and as the leader of the kingdom, he’s a
forbidden fantasy never to be fed…until a mishap lands Cam in Evrest’s most secret
chamber. Surrounded by luxury beyond imagination, she’s seduced by a creature
who’s not just a charming host and elegant king—he’s a powerful, passionate man. In
Evrest’s arms, Cam learns she has new identities too. The sensible girl gives way to a
woman of illicit needs and sinful desires. The most perfect man Cam’s ever known is a
flawless fit for her soul—but the incredible night they share is a mistake she can never
make again.
Presents a guide to expanding sexual boundaries into the world of BDSM through
sensory play, role playing, and the use of toys to help partners make their deepest,
darkest desires a reality.
I hired her to fix my company, to bring Marks Lingerie back to life. I didn't expect her to
become my friend. I didn't expect to fall in love with her. The first rule of business is to
never touch your employees. I think there is another rule about not falling for your best
friend--a rule against imagining the curves of her body, or the way her breathing would
change if I pulled down her panties and unzipped my pants. Now, I can't wait any
longer. I'm tossing out the rules. Damn the company. Damn our friendship. Damn my
fears.
It started innocently enough. Beautiful Harper gave Sean those eyes… those eyes that
meant, yes, take me. But Harper didn’t know Sean’s secrets… She didn’t know that he
liked it rough. More than rough. He liked to dominate. To punish. To degrade. It was the
only way that the black hole in his soul wouldn’t swallow him up. He would push her a
little too far, and she would run. They all ran, eventually. But that’s not what
happened... when he put his hands around her throat and squeezed, Harper moaned.
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When he told her to stay away, she didn’t listen, misbehaving until she got spanked.
When he took out the handcuffs, there was excitement in her eyes, mixed with a little
fear. The doe-eyed redhead liked it. More than that, she wanted it. She said so, time
and again. That’s the thing about sexy strangers, though… you never know what
they’re hiding. And Harper is carrying a burden so heavy that even Sean’s secrets
pale in comparison.
Tarzan and the Forbidden City is a novel by American writer Edgar Rice Burroughs, the
twentieth in his series of twenty-four books about the title character Tarzan.
This book is for mature adults. You’re invited to come play at Club Leather Bound on
Master Night. Dress code: Leather, cuffs, and chains. You supply the men and we’ll
supply the toys. Daniel the owner and Master of Club Leather Bound discovers that for
once in his life he has fallen in love. However, the object of his affection, a young
musician, Hayden, had never been kissed, well not the way Daniel expects to. And
there is one more thing. Hayden is a virgin and Daniel doesn't do virgins. This is the
introduction to the series Club Leather Bound. This series contains light BDSM, fake
boyfriend, enemies to lovers, M/M erotica, M/M romance, daddy kink, LGBT, bad boy,
age gap, forbidden love, young twink, leather, cuffs, chains, bondage collar, mm
romance, mm erotica, mm gay romance, mm gay erotica key words Uk gay adult, UK
mm adult, UK erotica, UK mm, UK MM, UK mm romance, UK gay series, UK epic
romance, UK, UK free, UK freebie 1st book Key words: gay love, gay lust, gay sex, gay
relationships, LGBTQ, m/m romance, gay series, epic romance, queer fiction, free,
freebie novel mm romance novel, mm erotica novel, bisexual, enemies to friends,
LGBT, LGBTQ, free mm romance, free gay mm erotic romance Free Contemporary
Gay Romance Ebook: Contemporary Erotic Romance: BDSM, Free, New Adult Erotica,
Billionaire, Adult, Dominant, Possessive, Alpha Male, First Kiss, HEA, HFN, Love,
College, Bad Boy Modern, Millennial, Hot, Passionate, Steamy, Series, Male
Protagonist, Main Character, First Person POV, 2020, US, UK, CA, AU, EU, Suspense,
Mystery, Nerd, Short Story, Trilogy, Holiday, College, YA, Young Adult, Anthology,
Hottest, Authors, Writers, Well written, Popular, Funny, Bestselling, Books, Novels,
Ebooks, Paperbacks, Fiction) MMMM hot romantic gay men gay Free, book 1 free, mm
erotica, mm erotic UK, Gay Contemporary Romance Ebook: Contemporary Erotic
Romance: BDSM, Free, twink, Daddy/boy, Master, dominant, Submissive, New Adult
Erotica, Billionaire, Adult, Dominant, Possessive, Alpha Male, First Kiss, HEA, HFN,
Love, College, Bad Boy Modern, Millennial, Hot, Passionate, Steamy, Series, Male
Protagonist, Main Character, First Person POV, 2019, US, UK, CA, AU, EU, Suspense,
Mystery, Nerd, Short Story, Trilogy, Holiday, College, YA, Young Adult, Anthology,
Hottest, Authors, Writers, Well written, Popular, Funny, Bestselling, Books, Novels,
Ebooks, Paperbacks, Fiction) Uk adult, UK erotica, UK romance, UK , AU gay love, gay
sex, gay relationship, gay series, mm erotic series, short erotic mm romance, lgbt, gay
love
From USA Today bestselling authors Willow Winters and Lauren Landish comes a sexy
and forbidden series of standalone romances. Everything has a price … and I’m willing
to pay. I trust no one. I thrive with control and I’ve learned to be ruthless and coldhearted. I’m not interested in love, but I still have desires. That’s where Dahlia comes
in. She’s never been a submissive before and I’m eager to train her. When I saw her
on stage at the auction, dressed in gold, I knew I had to have her. She was meant to be
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a distraction. Nothing more. One lie changed everything. A lie she told to hide how
broken she really is. I own her for now. She’s mine for an entire month. But a month
isn’t long enough for what I want to do with her. I don’t care what the contract says. I
bought her and now she’s mine. Topics include: contemporary romance, modern
romance, urban romance, wealthy, USA today, USA today bestseller, hot romance, free
ebook, freebie, free book, free reads, free romance novel, free romance book, romance
books free, free romance series, contemporary romance free, romance series, romance
series, romance books, beach reads, new adult, college, female, stories, sensual,
sensual romance, alpha male, dominant male, hot guy, racy, sexy, heartwarming, heartwarming, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, contemporary,
contemporary romance, romance series, long series, long romance series, wealthy
hero, wealthy heroes, captivating romance, hot, hot romance. For Readers of: Jodi
Ellen Malpas, Skye Warren, Pepper Winters, E.L. James, Carly Phillips.
This isn't another "I hate you because I secretly love you" story. Boy really does hate
girl. I don't believe in fairy tales and Prince Charming. I believe in fear. He taught me
how to be afraid. We first met on a playground on a wonderful summer day. It was the
first time he hurt me and it wouldn't be the last. For ten years, he's been my tormentor
and I've been his forbidden. But then he went away, and yet I was still afraid. Now he's
back and wants more than just my tears. You see...he thinks I sent him away so now he
wants revenge...and he knows just how to get it.
“Dictionary, n: A malevolent literary device for cramping the growth of a language and
making it hard and inelastic. This dictionary, however, is a most useful work.” Bierce’s
groundbreaking Devil’s Dictionary had a complex publication history. Started in the
mid-1800s as an irregular column in Californian newspapers under various titles, he
gradually refined the new-at-the-time idea of an irreverent set of glossary-like
definitions. The final name, as we see it titled in this work, did not appear until an 1881
column published in the periodical The San Francisco Illustrated Wasp. There were no
publications of the complete glossary in the 1800s. Not until 1906 did a portion of
Bierce’s collection get published by Doubleday, under the name The Cynic’s Word
Book—the publisher not wanting to use the word “Devil” in the title, to the great
disappointment of the author. The 1906 word book only went from A to L, however, and
the remainder was never released under the compromised title. In 1911 the Devil’s
Dictionary as we know it was published in complete form as part of Bierce’s collected
works (volume 7 of 12), including the remainder of the definitions from M to Z. It has
been republished a number of times, including more recent efforts where older
definitions from his columns that never made it into the original book were included.
Due to the complex nature of copyright, some of those found definitions have unclear
public domain status and were not included. This edition of the book includes, however,
a set of definitions attributed to his one-and-only “Demon’s Dictionary” column,
including Bierce’s classic definition of A: “the first letter in every properly constructed
alphabet.” Bierce enjoyed “quoting” his pseudonyms in his work. Most of the poetry,
dramatic scenes and stories in this book attributed to others were self-authored and do
not exist outside of this work. This includes the prolific Father Gassalasca Jape, whom
he thanks in the preface—“jape” of course having the definition: “a practical joke.” This
book is a product of its time and must be approached as such. Many of the definitions
hold up well today, but some might be considered less palatable by modern readers.
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Regardless, the book’s humorous style is a valuable snapshot of American culture
from past centuries. This book is part of the Standard Ebooks project, which produces
free public domain ebooks.
A woman in danger... Serena Brooks is a bestselling author of erotic fiction. She knows
how to write a happy ending but hasn't managed to find one of her own. Divorced and
alone, she has no one to turn to when a stalker begins to threaten her life. The cops
don't believe her. Her ex-husband thinks she's making the whole story up. She has no
one left to turn to except a pair of hired bodyguards. They promise to guard her body,
but no one can protect her heart. Two men in search of love... Adam Miles and Jacob
Dean are halves of a whole. They've spent their entire adult lives searching for the one
woman who can handle them both. Adam is the playful, indulgent lover, while Jacob is
the possessive, loving Dom. When Serena comes into their lives, Adam is certain that
she's the one. But Jacob's past comes back to haunt them all. He is suspicious of
Serena's story, and his concerns are driving a wedge between him and Adam. But
when the stalker strikes, they will have to come together or lose each other forever... A
Masters and Mercenaries Novel by Lexi Blake
"You've given me a taste of you and now...I want more. Shayla Hart, a 27-year-old,
fiercely independent, young woman with aspirations of becoming an architect lands a
job at Cult Designs -- one of the world's most prestigious architectural firms in London.
A wild night out with her two best friends to celebrate her new job quickly gets out of
hand when she finds herself in Las Vegas, hungover, with no memory, and married to
none other than Tristan Cole Hoult -- the devilishly handsome, and charming stranger
she meets at the club. The meaningless, wildly passionate, one-night-stand with the
irresistibly sexy stranger Shayla was hoping for, quickly becomes more than she
bargained for.
The complete 'Back On Fever Mountain' trilogy + 2 spin-off stories as exclusive bonus
material. Little did she know what the future would bring when she applied for that
housekeeping job to get away from it all. The rustic mountain cabin offered a charming
remote sanctuary. Even though Jason and Amanda were different as night and day,
they were instantly drawn to the other as electrically charged magnets. Late one night
an unusual sound interrupts the silence. Blind love and dangerous skills from a dark
past are put to the ultimate test. ***** Please note that the storytelling in BACK ON
FEVER MOUNTAIN is very graphic and might not be for everyone. No cheating, plenty
of steam and HEA.
Her temptation...his salvation. Living In..., Book 2 At twenty, Lily Andrews has already
lived a lifetime. Her battle with leukemia put her three years behind her ballet career,
and now that the grueling treatment is behind her, she's eager to put her dancing shoes
back on-literally and figuratively. One man has been her personal light at the end of her
tunnel, the one man she's sure will help her rekindle her passion for life. Kahu Winter.
And she'll let nothing stand in the way of having him-not even Kahu himself. When
Kahu catches Lily sneaking into his club, the desire in her eyes tells him it's more than
a delayed act of youthful rebellion. Her lively spirit calls to him, but Kahu is too cynical,
too jaded, too broken for a sweet young thing like her. But Lily won't take no for an
answer so he'llmake her a deal: She's got one month to seduce him and after that, he's
moving on-figuratively and literally. There's just one thing he forgot to keep out of her
reach. His heart... Warning: Contains a hot older man in need of some anti-cynicism
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pills, a snarky younger woman who's going to get past his defenses and make him beg,
more forbidden lust, and naked ballet dancing. Advanced WTFery for experienced
users only."
When CEO Nathaniel West, a skilled dominant, is looking for a new submissive, Abby
King agrees to play the part and although Abby finds fulfillment in her new experiences,
she realizes that Nathaniel can only remain cold and distant.
Highlighted by two hundred full-color photographs, a celebration of American crafts and
decorative arts and the artists who create them showcases masterpieces of furniture,
wood, ceramics, glass, fiber, jewelry, metal, and basketry from the past two centuries,
along with a look at how craft has shaped American history, arts, vitality, and identity.
25,000 first printing.
Handcuffs aren't just part of their job in this sizzling new standalone romance by USA Today
bestselling author, Stacey Kennedy. Veteran cop, Maddox Hunt, is all about the job. Sure,
there are women—lots of women, truth be told—but there's no one special. Until a one-night
stand from his past, rookie Joss O'Neil is assigned to his division. Suddenly, all he can think
about is her. The scent of her. The taste of her. Fresh out of field training, Joss has thrown
herself into her job, determined to kick-start her career. And while police work has its thrills, her
gorgeous new boss is what really gets her pulse pounding. Too bad he's nothing but a
distraction. Especially since he's as devastatingly handsome as she remembers, and his sexy
smile arrests her heart. Now that Joss is back in Maddox's life, he has a plan: satisfy her
fantasies and fulfill his every dark desire. Nothing is off limits. Her pleasure is the endgame . . .
but even the best-laid plans have a way of falling apart. Despite his best attempts to keep his
distance and have things remain only about the pleasure, Maddox soon finds himself breaking
the only law he's set for himself. Don't fall in love.
Book one in the Regency Risks Series He is her most dangerous temptation, the only man she
has ever trusted and now he is demanding her submission. Dare she take the risk?
Emotionally scarred in the horrific accident that took her husband's life, Lady Cranfield is
imprisoned by her lingering terror of horses and carriages. Lady Cranfield longed to be closer
to the fascinating Earl of Ruel. She sensed intuitively that he could teach her how to overcome
the terrors that held her in bondage. And now she's willing to risk almost anything-her
reputation, even her virtue-to find out. But what he proposes startles her. When the shy,
studious and socially awkward young widow approached him, Ruel instantly sensed she would
be the sweetest, most submissive experience of a lifetime-if only he can gain her total and
complete trust. He makes her a non-negotiable offer. His help in return for her submission and
obedience. But Lady Cranfield grew up neglected by her ducal parents, raised by servants and
then later ignored by her handsome, charming husband. She's learnt to protect her heart at all
costs and she trusts no one but herself. How can the jaded Earl of Ruel break through her selfprotective defences and show her how to love when he has spent his lifetime avoiding that
tender trap? Reader Advisory: This book contains anal Sex, spanking, BDSM and brief F/F
touching. This is a work of historical fiction, it is not meant to be an accurate portrayal of or
guide to how people recover from Post Traumatic Stress Disorder or of modern BDSM or D/s
lifestyles.
“Fascinating. Doidge’s book is a remarkable and hopeful portrait of the endless adaptability of
the human brain.”—Oliver Sacks, MD, author of The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat What
is neuroplasticity? Is it possible to change your brain? Norman Doidge’s inspiring guide to the
new brain science explains all of this and more An astonishing new science called
neuroplasticity is overthrowing the centuries-old notion that the human brain is immutable, and
proving that it is, in fact, possible to change your brain. Psychoanalyst, Norman Doidge, M.D.,
traveled the country to meet both the brilliant scientists championing neuroplasticity, its healing
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powers, and the people whose lives they’ve transformed—people whose mental limitations,
brain damage or brain trauma were seen as unalterable. We see a woman born with half a
brain that rewired itself to work as a whole, blind people who learn to see, learning disorders
cured, IQs raised, aging brains rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to speak, children with
cerebral palsy learning to move with more grace, depression and anxiety disorders
successfully treated, and lifelong character traits changed. Using these marvelous stories to
probe mysteries of the body, emotion, love, sex, culture, and education, Dr. Doidge has written
an immensely moving, inspiring book that will permanently alter the way we look at our brains,
human nature, and human potential.
WARNING -This book contains BDSM- WARNING Abby Raines is leaving Las Vegas. She's
trading the glitter and excess of her hometown for the rolling hills and lush forests of Rapid
City, South Dakota. She's taken her first real job and she's determined to succeed on her own.
Mark Marsten traded the Texas range for the Army Rangers years ago and never looked back.
Now, he's settled permanently in Rapid City with the remaining members of his Special Forces
unit. He thought he had it all, well almost anyway. Until a sassy redhead with a sharp tongue
and body to die for rolled into town. Mark knows he's too much for her long-term, but he can't
resist a fling with Rapid City's newest resident. He thought he knew the game. After all, it's his
game. And always his rules. But more and more it feels like Abby is the one holding all the
cards. Burnout is a series but each novel can stand alone on its own. You do not have to read
Tex to enjoy the others. It is the only novel in the series with BDSM. If you don't like BDSM skip
this one. Fair warning: the kink factor is extremely high.
Once upon a time, I was a princess in a tower. One night, and my entire life went up in flames.
All because of him. Jafar. As my world burned down around me, he offered me a choice. Walk
away with nothing but my freedom… Or rise to his challenge and win my fortune back. I
bargained. I lost. Now Jafar owns me, body and soul. Even as my mind rails against his rules,
my body loves the punishments he deals out when I break them. But a gilded cage is still a
prison, I’ll do anything to obtain my freedom. Even betray the man I’m falling for. In
DESPERATE MEASURES, you’ll find: -> Enemies to lovers -> Captive Heroine -> Kinky
Roleplay -> Daddy/baby girl -> Alpha hero
I was born into luxury and used to getting what I wanted. What I desired most, with my life in
disarray, was the man who sat across from me. He was tall, dark and handsome, but, most
notably, forbidden. It made every accidental touch more sinful and every session more
addictive. There was so much tragedy and he was supposed to fix me. I shouldn’t have
wondered how it would feel to be trapped under his broad shoulders. I shouldn’t have focused
on the way he licked his bottom lip every time his gaze dropped from mine and roamed my
curves. I shouldn’t have dreamed about him breaking the rules to comfort me the way I
desperately needed. I did though, and I was the first one to break. He was my protector and
my confidant and then he became my lover. I teased him, tempted the two of us and now
there’s no way to take it back. With everything I've been through, I didn’t expect to fall for him.
There’s only so much heartache I can take. This is book 2 in the Love The Way You series.
Book 1, Kiss Me, must be read first.
The mafia men of New York Times bestselling author Sarah Castille’s Ruin & Revenge series
are hard, hot, and ruthless. They show no weakness and take no prisoners. But the right
woman can soften their stone cold hearts and make them come alive with dark desire. Luca
Rizzoli was nearly destroyed by a brutal betrayal that cost him his family. Now a ruthless crime
boss in Las Vegas, he lets nothing touch his frozen heart...until a smoldering encounter with a
beautiful stranger ignites his passion. One night isn’t enough for a man who takes what he
wants—and Luca will do whatever he can to possess his mysterious temptress... Police
detective Gabrielle Fawkes lives for revenge. She lost everything at the hands of an
unforgiving ruler of the Vegas underworld. Now she wants to see him six feet under. But when
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a near-fatal attack leads her into Luca’s arms, what was meant to be one night of unbridled
passion becomes something forbiddingly more. Luca has his own agenda, but when strong,
determined, kick-ass detective Gaby sets her sights on her target, Luca feels compelled to
stand by her side and protect her at all costs. However, pursuing danger comes at a high
price—and both Gaby and Luca must work together in order to eliminate the dark enterprise that
threatens them, in Luca by Sarah Castille.
“An action-packed, satisfying love story gets this supernatural series off to a rousing
start.”—Kirkus Reviews Lori Adams puts a twist on paranormal romance with the first novel of
The Soulkeepers, a series that blends ancient legends and new myths with an enchanting mix
of thrills, humor, and high drama. When Sophia St. James learns that she’ll be moving from
Los Angeles to a podunk town somewhere in Connecticut for her senior year of high school,
she isn’t expecting an otherworldly encounter. But there is more to Haven Hurst than meets
the eye: it’s home to a family of Guardian Angels, and she is the only one who can see them
in spirit form. Sophia soon realizes she wants to see much more of Michael, an irresistible yet
volatile Guardian who seems drawn to her too. As Michael battles his forbidden desire for the
beautiful young newcomer, one of Hell’s most notorious Demon Knights arrives. Handsome
and charismatic, Dante has come to claim the reincarnated soul of his lost lover trapped in
Sophia. Cursed with the demon of Persuasion living inside him, Dante will use his seductive
charms to lure Sophia into a dangerous game that ends with the kiss of death—unless Michael,
who has captured Sophia’s heart, can now capture her soul. Praise for Forbidden “A perfect
blend of fantasy, humor, romance, and thrills, Forbidden had me laughing, biting my nails, and
swooning all over the place.”—Cassie Mae, author of The Real Thing “I read Forbidden in one
day because I just could not put it down.”—Good Choice Reading “Simply put . . . this book
was amazing! Not only was it captivating, but it was intriguing as well.”—Just Us Book Lovers “I
strongly recommend this book if you are looking for a well-developed paranormal romance. . . .
Can’t wait for the next one!”—TJ Loves to Read “Definitely recommend this book.”—Books by
Night, Mommy by Day

Set on the Caribbean coast of South America, this love story brings together Fermina
Daza, her distinguished husband, and a man who has secretly loved her for more than
fifty years.
"Sentimental, heartfelt….the exploration of Henry’s changing relationship with his family
and with Keiko will keep most readers turning pages...A timely debut that not only
reminds readers of a shameful episode in American history, but cautions us to examine
the present and take heed we don’t repeat those injustices."-- Kirkus Reviews “A
tender and satisfying novel set in a time and a place lost forever, Hotel on the Corner of
Bitter and Sweet gives us a glimpse of the damage that is caused by war--not the
sweeping damage of the battlefield, but the cold, cruel damage to the hearts and
humanity of individual people. Especially relevant in today's world, this is a beautifully
written book that will make you think. And, more importantly, it will make you feel." -Garth Stein, New York Times bestselling author of The Art of Racing in the Rain “Jamie
Ford's first novel explores the age-old conflicts between father and son, the beauty and
sadness of what happened to Japanese Americans in the Seattle area during World
War II, and the depths and longing of deep-heart love. An impressive, bitter, and sweet
debut.” -- Lisa See, bestselling author of Snow Flower and the Secret Fan In the
opening pages of Jamie Ford’s stunning debut novel, Hotel on the Corner of Bitter and
Sweet, Henry Lee comes upon a crowd gathered outside the Panama Hotel, once the
gateway to Seattle’s Japantown. It has been boarded up for decades, but now the new
owner has made an incredible discovery: the belongings of Japanese families, left
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when they were rounded up and sent to internment camps during World War II. As
Henry looks on, the owner opens a Japanese parasol. This simple act takes old Henry
Lee back to the 1940s, at the height of the war, when young Henry’s world is a jumble
of confusion and excitement, and to his father, who is obsessed with the war in China
and having Henry grow up American. While “scholarshipping” at the exclusive Rainier
Elementary, where the white kids ignore him, Henry meets Keiko Okabe, a young
Japanese American student. Amid the chaos of blackouts, curfews, and FBI raids,
Henry and Keiko forge a bond of friendship–and innocent love–that transcends the longstanding prejudices of their Old World ancestors. And after Keiko and her family are
swept up in the evacuations to the internment camps, she and Henry are left only with
the hope that the war will end, and that their promise to each other will be kept. Forty
years later, Henry Lee is certain that the parasol belonged to Keiko. In the hotel’s dark
dusty basement he begins looking for signs of the Okabe family’s belongings and for a
long-lost object whose value he cannot begin to measure. Now a widower, Henry is still
trying to find his voice–words that might explain the actions of his nationalistic father;
words that might bridge the gap between him and his modern, Chinese American son;
words that might help him confront the choices he made many years ago. Set during
one of the most conflicted and volatile times in American history, Hotel on the Corner of
Bitter and Sweet is an extraordinary story of commitment and enduring hope. In Henry
and Keiko, Jamie Ford has created an unforgettable duo whose story teaches us of the
power of forgiveness and the human heart. BONUS: This edition contains a Hotel on
the Corner of Bitter and Sweet discussion guide and an excerpt from Jamie Ford's Love
and Other Consolation Prizes.
ForbiddenA Soulkeepers NovelFlirt
Bodyguard. Babysitter. Chauffeur. Not what the hell I thought I'd be doing with my life.
Especially not for a spoiled Hollywood actress on location in Miami Beach. But triple
pay and carrying a gun had its advantages. I'd shove away paparazzi and screaming
fans for a lot less. The Marines trained me to be Force Recon-intimidation and crowd
control was child's play compared to four tours. This assignment should've been easy
money. But the doe-eyed starlet with the perfect ass dragged me down her rabbit hole.
Living for the spotlight, she leaked the perfect scandal. I warned her making headlines
wasn't in my job description, but she kept smiling for the cameras. Now she was going
to find out just how scandalous a bodyguard could be. *SCANDALOUS is a sexy new
standalone book in the Alpha Bodyguard Series. The Alpha Bodyguard Series:
SCANDALOUS RECKLESS MERCILESS RUTHLESS
"Be prepared for a hot as hell, emotional and bumpy ride!" ~Sassy Little Book Nerd
Between a rock and a hard place… To Sergeant Zeke Hayes, the expression has always
been a non-factor. There’s never been a situation he can’t blast, punch, or smart-ass
his way out of, which makes him the perfect fit for his Special Forces battalion—and a
natural-born Dominant who’s made a lot of submissives happy from Mt. Rainier to
Vancouver. That all changes when Rayna Chestain enters his world. From the moment
Z snatches Rayna from the lair of a South Asian slave trafficker, his inner grizzly roars
to life. But Z isn’t wired to be a one-woman man. Growing up an orphan on the streets
of Seattle has taught him that beyond a few hours in a dungeon, trust means
disappointment and love leads to agony. Now he’s sheltering Rayna in the remote
wilderness from a fiend who now wants his pound of revenge flesh from her. Z’s never
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done anything more right in his life. But wanting her? Dreaming of her beneath him,
surrendering to his passion and domination? It’s the most forbidden fruit he can crave,
and the only thing he can’t stop thinking about. The only way out is to confront the
reality of what Rayna has done to him and the mountain she’s moved in his intractable
heart.
As the president of the Sin City Outlaw Motorcycle Club, I fuck as hard as I ride and
rarely go to bed alone. The women are fast and the violence is intense. I excel in both.
People either respect me or fear me. I'm not arrogant. It's just the truth. I was a king,
reigning over Vegas without complication, until one gorgeous sheriff made everything
fall apart. When I saw her, I became a Neanderthal, wanting nothing more than to be
between those legs. I guess that's where I went wrong, because my reality was shot to
hell real fucking fast. One kiss caused her to step over that blue line. One night in her
bed made me a traitor. And now... we're both screwed.
Alex seems determined to avoid Leo’s gaze, but that’s like a red rag to a bull. Leo
loves a challenge.
This book is recommended for readers 18 years of age and older. It contains adult
language and sexual scenes not intended for young readers. Outcast, deviant, loser.
Cliff Benjamin never trusted anyone enough to share in his pain. For years, he's hidden
from what he's done, the regrets that cause him sleepless nights, and those that he's
hurt the most. Years later, life couldn't be better. He's found security in his crew,
building an empire with his best friends, and creating works of art on the flesh of his
clients. Nothing could change the way he feels about the men and women in his life.
Kris Anne never thought she'd lose the love of her life. Trying to move on, she decides
to visit her sister, Jenn, in Alabama. No matter how hard she yearns for her lost soul
mate, the curse of another man plagues her thoughts day in and day out. Confused and
unsure of her path in life, she wills herself to finally let go. That is until the night of
Cursed Magic's grand reopening. Cliff never thought his past would come back and
destroy him once and for all, he thought he'd stayed hidden long enough for the
memories to seep away. Now the weight of his mistakes has put those closest to him in
danger...including her. Can Cliff finally come clean and admit to the errors of his ways?
Will he be able to break free of his past to keep her safe? The only way to set yourself
free is to allow others in...be honest, be loyal and always be real.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A MAJOR MOTION PICTURE • Look for
special features inside. Join the Random House Reader’s Circle for author chats and more. In
boyhood, Louis Zamperini was an incorrigible delinquent. As a teenager, he channeled his
defiance into running, discovering a prodigious talent that had carried him to the Berlin
Olympics. But when World War II began, the athlete became an airman, embarking on a
journey that led to a doomed flight on a May afternoon in 1943. When his Army Air Forces
bomber crashed into the Pacific Ocean, against all odds, Zamperini survived, adrift on a
foundering life raft. Ahead of Zamperini lay thousands of miles of open ocean, leaping sharks,
thirst and starvation, enemy aircraft, and, beyond, a trial even greater. Driven to the limits of
endurance, Zamperini would answer desperation with ingenuity; suffering with hope, resolve,
and humor; brutality with rebellion. His fate, whether triumph or tragedy, would be suspended
on the fraying wire of his will. Appearing in paperback for the first time—with twenty arresting
new photos and an extensive Q&A with the author—Unbroken is an unforgettable testament to
the resilience of the human mind, body, and spirit, brought vividly to life by Seabiscuit author
Laura Hillenbrand. Hailed as the top nonfiction book of the year by Time magazine • Winner of
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the Los Angeles Times Book Prize for biography and the Indies Choice Adult Nonfiction Book
of the Year award “Extraordinarily moving . . . a powerfully drawn survival epic.”—The Wall
Street Journal “[A] one-in-a-billion story . . . designed to wrench from self-respecting critics all
the blurby adjectives we normally try to avoid: It is amazing, unforgettable, gripping, harrowing,
chilling, and inspiring.”—New York “Staggering . . . mesmerizing . . . Hillenbrand’s writing is so
ferociously cinematic, the events she describes so incredible, you don’t dare take your eyes
off the page.”—People “A meticulous, soaring and beautifully written account of an
extraordinary life.”—The Washington Post “Ambitious and powerful . . . a startling narrative and
an inspirational book.”—The New York Times Book Review “Magnificent . . . incredible . . .
[Hillenbrand] has crafted another masterful blend of sports, history and overcoming terrific
odds; this is biography taken to the nth degree, a chronicle of a remarkable life lived through
extraordinary times.”—The Dallas Morning News “An astonishing testament to the superhuman
power of tenacity.”—Entertainment Weekly “A tale of triumph and redemption . . . astonishingly
detailed.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “[A] masterfully told true story . . . nothing less than a
marvel.”—Washingtonian “[Hillenbrand tells this] story with cool elegance but at a thrilling
sprinter’s pace.”—Time “Hillenbrand [is] one of our best writers of narrative history. You don’t
have to be a sports fan or a war-history buff to devour this book—you just have to love great
storytelling.”—Rebecca Skloot, author of The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
Inside the lines... It's the definition of life for Tracy Rhodes, and she has no choice about that.
Lines-lots of them-are what happens when one is sworn in as second-in-command of the free
world. But the lines are crushed beneath the boots of Captain John Franzen, assigned as a
special advisor to her security team for a high-profile event in Vegas. The towering warrior with
the haunted stare shatters her composure, invades her libido, and makes her yearn for things
she shouldn't. Sweaty, illicit things...with her body pinned beneath his... Outside the
boundaries... John Franzen, six and a half feet of rigid composure on the outside, is a lost man
on the inside. What's he doing here? A guy isn't supposed to survive eleven years in Special
Forces, especially after the crazy missions he's been assigned. Accepting the security gig in
Vegas is just a favor to a friend-a way to fill time that's become too damn empty lately. Until the
cushy "babysitting job" becomes the most treacherous mission of his life. And the politician
he's protecting becomes the woman in his bed. The lover beneath his bonds... The submissive
he longs to claim forever. Breaking all the rules... She's destined for marble halls and an oval
office. He's wired for jungles, dirt, and violence. Will her passion be enough to tame his
demons...to claim the ultimate wild boy as her own?
From USA Today best-selling authors W Winters and Amelia Wilde comes a sinful romance
with a touch of dark and angst that will keep you gripping the edge of your seat … and begging
for more. I should have known when I couldn’t keep my eyes off her that this would be a
mistake. I was hired to protect her, this woman who’s lost everything yet there’s an obvious
fire that blazes behind her beautiful gaze. She stares back, daring and tempting me. It calls to
a side of me that’s darker and longs to tame her. We both have secrets, we both have a past
we’re not ready to face. More than that, we both want to get lost in each other, falling into a
forbidden game of control and power. Of submission and dominance. The moment she agrees
to my terms, I know I’ve crossed a line. One of many rules I’m willing to break. No one can
know, not a soul, but secrets in the life I lead never last for long.
A bestselling dystopian novel that tackles surveillance, privacy and the frightening intrusions of
technology in our lives—a “compulsively readable parable for the 21st century” (Vanity Fair).
When Mae Holland is hired to work for the Circle, the world’s most powerful internet company,
she feels she’s been given the opportunity of a lifetime. The Circle, run out of a sprawling
California campus, links users’ personal emails, social media, banking, and purchasing with
their universal operating system, resulting in one online identity and a new age of civility and
transparency. As Mae tours the open-plan office spaces, the towering glass dining facilities,
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the cozy dorms for those who spend nights at work, she is thrilled with the company’s
modernity and activity. There are parties that last through the night, there are famous
musicians playing on the lawn, there are athletic activities and clubs and brunches, and even
an aquarium of rare fish retrieved from the Marianas Trench by the CEO. Mae can’t believe
her luck, her great fortune to work for the most influential company in the world—even as life
beyond the campus grows distant, even as a strange encounter with a colleague leaves her
shaken, even as her role at the Circle becomes increasingly public. What begins as the
captivating story of one woman’s ambition and idealism soon becomes a heart-racing novel of
suspense, raising questions about memory, history, privacy, democracy, and the limits of
human knowledge.
A routine mission... Sean Taggart is hunting a deadly terrorist, and his only lead is the lovely
Grace Hawthorne. She's the executive assistant for an employment agency Sean suspects is a
front for illegal activities. To get the truth, he is going to have to get very close to Grace, a task
he is all too eager to undertake when he discovers her deliciously submissive nature. ...turns
into a dangerous seduction. Soon, Grace Hawthorne is living a double life. By day, she is the
widowed mother of two college-aged sons. By night, she submits to Sean's every dark desire.
She's living out her wildest fantasies of pleasure--intimate acts of trust she's only read about.
As passion engulfs her, a murderer strikes, and Grace learns that Sean has a deeply hidden
agenda. Will Sean choose his mission and break her heart or be the Master of her dreams? A
Masters and Mercenaries Novel by Lexi Blake
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